PUBLIC INFORMATION

It is important not to confuse
humanism, ecology, and eco-humanism !
These names seem close, but their contents are distinctly different and distant.
To the point that eco-humanism has no common cause with Western classical humanism, nor with the
politicized ecology, carried and promoted by the Euro-American political-cultural block.
Much older, growing for more than 26 centuries (with the Indo-European heritage of the Greek Ionian
school, then with Oriental contributions notably Vedic, Confucianists, Buddhists), eco-humanism is
defined as "the existential philosophy of the Natural Common House of Humanity", a big House (eco)
capable of harmoniously uniting the global human whole according to values of sharing, solidarity,
legitimacy and mutual protection.
On the contrary, the Western currents of politicized ecology and classical humanism generally only
address (but with few success) the Western and pro-Western minority of the world population, and
these currents are contributing to the current destructuring and deep societal failure of this minority.
For their part, since 1979, more than 300,000 permanent animators are spreading eco-humanism in
28 countries, and one of its main NGO networks (Gaia Mater/ Mother Earth) was admitted in 2006 in
permanent consultative status in the UN, where it provided many volunteers and projects for the
Millennium Development Goals. Some important Heads of State, Governments, Political Parties,
Universities, and multiple civil structures promoted and helped eco-humanism.
If this information interests you, you can check its elements by downloading here the ANNALS OF THE
TRANSNATIONAL DEPLOYMENT OF ECO-HUMANISM for the period 1998-2018, and there are short
leaflets presenting eco-humanism here and here.
Further on, high quality works, such as the Great Human Project, or Eco-Knowledge for All, allow to
deepen eco-humanism for animators and executives of NGOs, for academic and journalistic works, for
political studies, and even for a self-taught education.
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